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The no way transfer part 1
Righting the wrongs about load transfer
BY CLAUDE ROUELLE

L

et it be clear, the suspended mass
does not rotate around the kinematic
roll centre (in 2D), or around the roll
axis (in 3D). You cannot calculate
the lateral and longitudinal load transfers
without considering the tyre forces and
moments, or by ignoring the jacking forces.
Many right and wrong things have been
written about load transfer over the years. In
this article, we will cover how load transfer is
explained in many vehicle dynamics books
and articles, and explain what is sometimes
wrong, or incomplete, with these concepts.
First, a quick reminder. As explained in
a previous article, I prefer to speak about
load transfer instead of weight transfer.
Some people still wrongly believe that
the main cause of the change of vertical
load between inside and outside tyres
comes from the (negligible) lateral
movement of the suspended mass c of g.
Let us start with a 2D simplified front view.
The basic equation of load transfer in steady
state in a simple 2D front view, as shown in
Figure 1, is: Mass * V2/R * C OF G height /
Track with the mass (M) in kg, the speed (V)
in m/sec, the corner radius (R) and the track
in m and the load transfer in Newtons.
Let us now split the load transfer (purple)
in a suspended (blue) and a non-suspended
(green) load transfer as shown in Figure 2.
Many beginners do not consider the
non-suspended load transfer. On an LMP2
car, for example, each front non-suspended
mass is about of 45kg, and each rear
non-suspended mass about 50kg. That
is around 190kg for the total of all nonsuspended masses, or 19 per cent of a car
of approximately 1000kg (with driver and
fuel onboard). So not negligible at all.
If we do not know what the altitude
of the non-suspended mass c of g is, we
can consider it the wheel centre height.
In most racecars, the total mass c of g is
higher than the centre of the wheel. Some
cars, such as those in Formula 1 with
large tyre diameter and exceptionally low
suspended mass c of g cars are the exception.

Figure 1: Simplified 2D load transfer equation

Figure 2: Simplified 2D suspended and non-suspended load transfers equations

You cannot calculate the lateral and longitudinal load transfers
without considering the tyre forces and moments
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But in most cases, the suspended mass
c of g (blue) is higher than the total mass
c of g (purple), as shown in Figure 2.
The amount of the steady state load transfer
is the same as that shown in Figure 1 as the
purple vertical vector that represents the total
load transfer is nothing else than the sum of
the green vector (non-suspended mass load
transfer) and the blue vector (suspended mass
load transfer). At the end, the tyre doesn’t
care where the change of vertical load comes
from, so why do we need to split suspended
and non-suspended load transfers?

The incomplete picture
1. We assimilate both left and right
suspended masses (remember, we are
in a simplified 2D explanation so there
are only two non-suspended masses,
not four) as one mass that has its c of g
in the middle of the car. That would be
a valid assumption for a solid rear axle
suspension such as NASCAR, or the

old Australian V8 Supercars, but most
modern racecars have independent
front and rear suspensions.
2. If we are picky, in a very tight corner
(think Formula Student or a WRC rally
car in a hairpin) the lateral accelerations
acting on the suspended mass, the
inside non-suspended mass and the
outside non-suspended mass are not
the same because each mass operates at
different speeds, on different radiuses.
3. This is the steady state representation.
It is a picture, not a movie. But once we
think in a transient fashion, we must
consider which of the non-suspended or
suspended load transfers happens first,
and by how much. In other words what is
the slope of these load transfers vs time,
and are these slopes constant? After all,
the masses are different, as well as their
Ixx inertias. And we must also consider
how much the suspension kinematics
will influence these load transfers.

Figure 3: Simplified explanation of the suspended mass load transfer, ignoring the non-suspended
masses load transfers

Figure 4a: Simplified explanation of the outside (red) non-suspended mass and inside (green) nonsuspended mass load transfers, momentarily ignoring the suspended masses load transfer. The
instant centres are here under the non-suspended mass’ c of gs

In Figure 3, we only look at the relative
movement of the suspended mass vs the
ground in a left-hand corner. The suspended
mass will instantaneously rotate about
a roll centre but, for now, we will ignore
where that roll centre is. We will also
momentarily ignore the relative movement
of the two non-suspended mass vs the
suspended mass and / or vs the ground.
As we can see, the right spring (outside,
left of the sketch, as we look at the car
from the front) will be in compression and
loads, as well as compresses, the outside
tyre. Meanwhile, the inside spring (inside,
right on the sketch) will be in extension and
unloads, as well as expands, the inside tyre.
In Figure 4a, we will only look at the
non-suspended mass’ movements vs the
chassis and vs the ground with, in this case,
the instant centre of both wheels under the
non-suspended mass c of g. For the sake
of visualisation, the difference of altitude
between each non-suspended mass’ c of g
and their instant centre is exaggerated.
The lateral acceleration acting on the right
non-suspended mass c of g (red) will create
a moment around its own instant centre
that will load and compress the outside
tyre, but, vs the suspended mass it will
extend the right damper (black arrow).
At the same time, the lateral acceleration
acting on the left non-suspended mass c of g
(green) will create a moment around its own
instant centre that will unload and extend
the inside tyre, but, vs the suspended mass it
will compress the left damper (black arrow).
Each moment is a function of the nonsuspended mass, the lateral acceleration, and
the difference in altitude between the nonsuspended mass c of g and its instant centre.
In Figure 4b, we will only look at the
non-suspended mass’ movements vs the
chassis and vs the ground with, in this case,
the instant centre of both wheels above
the non-suspended mass c of g. The lateral
acceleration acting on the right nonsuspended mass c of g (red) will create a
moment around its own instant centre that
will unload and extend the outside tyre,
but, vs the suspended mass, will compress
the right damper (black arrow). At the same
time, the lateral acceleration acting on the
left non-suspended mass c of g (green) will
create a moment around its own instant
centre that will load and compress the
inside tyre, but, vs the suspended mass,
will extend the left damper (black arrow).

Who goes there?
Note: the vertical distance between each non-suspended mass c of g and their instant centre is usually not that big, and is
exaggerated here for the sake of the demonstration

In simple language, we must consider
‘who’ does what between suspended
and non-suspended load transfers,
when ‘they’ do it and by how much.
If we bring Figures 3 and 4a together,
we see that the outside spring (left side
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of the sketch) is in compression because
of the suspended load transfer, but in
extension because of the non-suspended
load transfer, while the tyre is in compression
in both because of the suspended and
non-suspended load transfers.
Meanwhile, the inside spring (right
side of the sketch) is in extension because
of the suspended load transfer but
in compression because of the nonsuspended load transfer, while the tyre is in
extension because of both the suspended
and non-suspended load transfers.
If we then bring Figures 3 and 4b
together, we see that the outside spring (left
side of the sketch) is in compression both
because of the suspended load transfer
and the non-suspended load transfer, while
the tyre is in compression because of the
suspended load transfer, but in extension
because of the non-suspended load transfer.
Meanwhile, the inside spring (right side
of the sketch) is in extension because of
both the suspended and non-suspended
load transfers, while the tyre is unloaded
and in extension because of the suspended
load transfer but loaded and compressed
because of the non-suspended load transfer.

Figure 4b: Simplified explanation of the outside (red) non-suspended mass and inside (green) nonsuspended mass load transfers, momentarily ignoring the suspended masses load transfer.
The instant centres are here above the non-suspended mass’ c of gs

Note: the vertical distance between each non-suspended mass c of g and their instant centre is exaggerated again here for the
sake of the demonstration

Simple first, then
complicated, not the
other way around

compliance can be limited with good
design, it cannot be eliminated.
6. The suspension springs’ (especially preload) and dampers’ characteristics, as
well as tyre vertical stiffens and damping.
Most of these inputs are rarely linear. That
could make the simulation complicated.

2. The suspended and nonsuspended masses
3. The suspended and non-suspended
mass’ c of g location, taking in account
that because of suspension and tyre
deflections, these c of gs will move
both vertically and laterally.
4. Each suspended and nonsuspended mass Ixx inertia (and Iyy
for longitudinal accelerations)
5. The location of each non-suspended
mass instant centre (IC). Again, taking
into account that, because of the
suspended and two non-suspended mass’
movements, these instant centres will
also move vertically and laterally. In other
word, kinematics will make a difference.
And, unfortunately, compliance, too.
I say unfortunately because while

In part two, we will compile a system of
three differential equations of the second
order, and then go through the maths and
numerical illustrations. But bear in mind
we have not yet spoken about suspended
geometric and elastic load transfers, or the
influence of the tyres’ lateral forces on jacking
forces and subsequent ride height variation.
Or the difference between kinematics and
force-based roll (and pitch) centres. Or
the infamous tyre overturning moment,
Mx. And we are still on 2D (two wheel).
But simple first, then complicated,
not the other way around.

Load evolution
Basically, we must ask ourselves how
the tyres and suspension loads evolve
vs time, considering the combined
interaction of suspended and nonsuspended load transfers.
Let us recap with Figure 5.
Basically, we have a suspended mass that
sits on two non-suspended masses via the
suspension springs and dampers, while each
non-suspended mass sits on the ground via
its tyre’s spring and damper. In a simplified
open loop simulation, the tyre’s vertical
load and deflection, and the suspension’s
movement will be depending on:
1. The amount of lateral acceleration vs
time (note: in a closed loop simulation,
there is no lateral acceleration unless
you have tyre’s grip, but we will come
back to this in a future article).

Figure 5: Simplified 2D presentation of inputs for suspended and non-suspended loads
transfers
To this we have to add
the lateral acceleration
as a single value in steady
state or, for transient
simulation, a function
that is time dependent
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